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The presentation: 
 
1,5 hours presentation, demonstrating research findings of well-known neuro-scientists together 
with practical conclusions and tools based on those findings that help us being successful in our 
business live. Mag. Kokron designed communication strategies for managers, reflecting that 
neuro-scientific knowledge and her more than 30 years experience in the communication branch. 
The presentation includes 1,5 hours lecturing, 0,5hour discussion and a short form written 
documentation for each participant. Please ask for fees at: training@proverbo.at 
 
 
 
 
 

1. How I feel what you feel – How can we interpret interpersonal expressions? 
 
 
The understanding and interpreting of interpersonal communication is the most critical phase 
within cooperation. Because of wrong interpretations of the verbal or nonverbal performance of 
our vis-à-vis teamwork becomes difficult, we generate conflicts, our projects are ineffective and 
our attempts to reach our planned goals are without success. Conflicts generated at this stage can 
often be corrected only through considerable additional work and expense.  
 
Knowledge about the way our brain works can help us to understand, what we should bear in 
mind to be more successful in our communication. Proven strategies show us, how we should 
implement that knowledge in our daily business life. 
 
 
 
This presentation gives answers to the following topics: 
  
What do neuroscientists know about basic emotions and their expressions? – What are mirror 
neurons / their important role in empathy - What signals can we receive, where are the limits? - 
The chemical method / the active method / the imagination - Introduction to your brain’s possible 
reactions - Can empathy be learned? – Conclusions and strategies for success in our daily business 
life 
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2. Satisfaction and happiness are not a question of money 
 
One of the most important leadership skills is the competence of motivating the working staff. 
Managing projects internally requires the ability to be a role model and therefore be able to 
transform beliefs, attitudes and values of the employees. Let us have a look into the way our brain 
reacts to rewards or incentives. How is motivation being generated, what do we need to know 
about the unconscious reactions of our brain to positive impulses? How can satisfaction and 
happiness really be generated?  
 
 
This presentation reflects the following topics: 

 
The difference between satisfaction and happiness – Neuro-scientific findings on what creates job 
satisfaction and what are the “killers” of job satisfaction? – Satisfaction and society / the World 
Database of Happiness - The influence of money to our brain / basic needs and the fear of loss - 
Change the circumstances or change the attitude! How to trick your brain for the attitude to 
change – Presenting successful verbal strategies to create satisfaction 
 
 
 

3. Giving and taking – How egoistic are we? The limits and causes of egoism 
 
We all are working in teams, even if we do not sit close to each other we are working on the same 
projects, for the same company. Sometimes we even sit in different bureaus on different 
continents and work together via internet conference or Skype – anyway, it is cooperation, not 
individual work! To work together implements to work on collective aims and to hold back any 
egoistic attitude, don’t you say so? To gain a better understanding of our counterpart and prevent 
conflicts we need to be aware of our inherited egoistic behavior and of those parts of egoism we 
can alter. Well-known neuroscientists show us in numerous research findings, that there is a way 
out of our sometimes egoistic working behavior. They tell us, why under certain circumstances it is 
good to appear egoistic.  
 
 
This presentation will show, how our hormones and genes have influence on our egoism and what 
our strategies should be to cooperate successful anyway. The topics are: 
  
Neuroscientific findings on egoism: How much is inherited and what is alterable? - Egoism versus 
cooperation and fair sharing - The game theory: Is impulse control possible? - Empathy, egoistic 
and altruistic behavior – Some neuroscientific experiments: The case Phineas Gage / The trolley 
problem: Emotions make decisions - The limbic system, our hormones and genes as cause of our 
egoism – What are the conclusions and strategies for our business life? 


